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ATEDSPHEREI

Question: Does the actor create the atmosphere out of the

objects. or is it a separate entity?

Answer: The actor must imagine the air filled with the atmos-

phere which has been decided upon. Therefore, it is the

actor's work.

Question; with regard to the atmosphere of the street accident -

when the quantitative change takes place. the qualitative one

takes place also.

INFLUENCES I

Agguggv 0n the street it is done unconsciously, but on the

stage we must create certain atmospheres conseiouely. in order

that We will get what we want. But I also believe that there

is eomething more to it — a certain influence from somewhere

else which we do not know about. I believe this. I mean that

there are influences around us in the world which cannot be
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found'yout‘fby- analysis or any psychological means. Certain

influences on which we depend more than we think. and the

atmosphere is just an instance of these influences being

strong enough for no to realize them. without being able to

say what it in or where it comes from.

Questions But if we don't understand them, we can't use then.

@5163: Of course we can. Those "influences" are longing to

come to us. and if we call them by means of creating the atmos—

phere consciously, "they“ are here. .They are not running away

from us - they are coming to us and trying to influence us in

all possible ways. But they cannot reconcile themselves with

our intellect - that stops then. But if we are open in our

hearts: and wills. and the intellect is a servant, than they

are hero to help us. V

Question: Can you make it a little clearer. even though we

are speaking of intangible things?

My Two things alwayo happen in such cases. If you close

yourself, the influence of these "beings.” lot us say, is

loosened. Secondly. he who closes himself to the influence

of those "beingu" excludes himself. so that both parts are

suffering somehow. This disharmony affects both parts. This

does not mean that if we submit to the atmosphere we hava to

feel juet what the atmosphere dictates. We have to have per-

sonal feelings which are different but still the general atmos-

phere is there. However. if you reject it. it cannot force
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itself on you.

Let no imagine an atmosphere - created by us as

actore - in which we are waiting for somebody to enter the

room. somebody who is very unpleasant. The moment we begin

to lie. everything disappears. Now imagine we are waiting in

a tense. unpleasant atmosphere. If we are true, tho atmos-

phere in there. but the moment we begin to lie and exaggerate,

it disappears immediately. So there is one absolute condi-

tion - it must be true. othemieo there in no contact botween

tho actors themselves or between this “influence” and the

actors.

Question. It seems to me that the atmosphere is a result of

something you achieve from something you have done. Through

really dim something the atmosphere is achieved. So afi an

actor what is important to me is that I on really 510_ing.

Answer: Yes. Imagining the air filled with atmosphere is

also gain: - the d_o__im; must absolutely be there. _D_o_in_p, is

absolutely important on the stage.

Question: You have said that if we allow the dry. cold intel-

 

lect to creep in. it would kill the performance. when writing

the play. the playwright must have an idea - that is the thing

which forces him to write. So the actor must understand what

he is doing in terms of the content of the play and the part.

Also he must be clear intellectually about what he is doing

on the stage. But I gather that is not the cold. dry intellect

of which you speak.
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THE INTELLECT;

Am: 01' course the actor must know everything he possibly

can. But the difference is 1191 he knows it. That is the

whole difference between the cold intellect and another kind

of thinking which does not disturb the actor. The cold intel-

lect is‘the kind in which we do not see anything but facts.

But if our "knowledge" is at the same time an imaginative ‘9in

turo. then everything is all right because all real imagination

is filled with emotions and \‘Iill-imculsoe, and the intellect

is still in the position of a servant who carries a candle,

and clean nothing but threw light.

Questions Otherwise I 'feel that although you might react in

general to what nee going on. it would become vague and dif-

fused.

MEI motions without anything to direct them are even

more terrible than doing things by means of the cold intellect.

The intellect must be turned into a vision.

uoetiom Ie the intellect more like rationelizing - a very

intellectual proceeo which you don't participate in. and which

does not flow into the three levels of experience.

AL‘E‘EZ‘J Of course. I have meant just what you described.

Question: The actor mustnot be a critic. If you use the

intellect only, you are not creating.

131mg: The main disturbing thing in our meaning of "intelleetfi

is that we think of it an finalizing. criticizing, or punishing.
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It is: a negative thing. The Russian work meano Just "nation-

alizing.“ It in much narrower than the intellect.

But I also think that if our "lmowledge" and under-

standing of what we are Mg on the stage — the more we really

understand‘in the good sense so that our imagination is awa-

kened and we see things immediately - then a strange thing

happens. Tho more we know. the more subconscious or super-

oonsciouo things are coming uponms. so there is no danger.

The subconscious region Openo itself. ' ,

I think it is important to clarify these terms. I

have always felt thin. and the other day Stark Young Ioonfirmed

my belief when he explained to no that we have to go through

this stage of oonfueion until we find out what we actually

mean when we speak about “atmosphere." "feelings." "intellect,"

etc.. so it is useful to define the term: we are going to use.

Quentiom I am not completely sure of what you mean by ”will

impulses" .

THE WILL:

line-331;: Of Course I must come back again to the same themes

from different pointu of view. About the will; in our sense

it is a very simple thing. It is nothing other than the anti-

cipation of what shall happen. and that is at the same time

the objective - not quite as it is described by Stanislavsky

who invented it. but with a little nuance which I suggest.
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THE OBJECTIVE:

I suggest that we do not try to find out the objec-

tive-ossthowpuro understanding of what we want to do, but to

see the roofilt achieved. ‘That is the objective for me and

that is the all; on the stage. If I want to shake hands with

someonc,for instance. I may say that I want to shake hands

with her. but if I don't see myself doing it, then how shall

I do it? Then it in the intellect. But if I ggg that I am

uhaking hands. then I see a picture which loads my~wlll. To

anticipate, to foresee. that is the real objective.

when I who a young actor under Stonieloveky. I could

not realize this difference for a long time. Then I realized

that I must always hove a ticturo before me. and after that.

all went well. I would aloe add to this not to try to find

the objective before first acting freely. First act freely.

even badly. and then ask yourself. "what have I done?“ Then

you can correct it, and also with the intellect. etc. This

15 the way to find the objectivel

Question: When starting an objective, if you feel very flat

and don't know how to get warm, it helps to take an objective

which has some connection with the whole scene.

THE ILMGINATION:

Answer: It may help very much in your case. but in this case.

I would say that you should choose the most simple, the most

obvious objective. The easiest way to get the objective, and.
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at the same time. to become warm is to appeal to our imagina-

tion. For instance, let us take Sir Toby entering the cellar

in ?wo1fth Nipht. If I can see him entering the collar in my

 

imagination then I can find the objective. If I cannot see

him. then I am not an actor., When I see him, immediately the

objective will come. It can be developed. of course. but it

must always be a kind of vision. Nobody else in the world can

see my Sir Toby. juot as no one can see himself. Tho imagina-

tion in nearer to us, and is what leads us sooneét to the

state which we may call “to be warm" or to be ready to act.

I always feel very unhappy when someone sayo, ”But

that in not Shakospeorex" How do we know what Shakespeare

thought or saw? I have my Shakespeare and you have yours -

no one hen the right to criticize it.

Question: But does it not seem that we develop certain associ-

ations around certain images. for example. a fat Santa Claus?

It scene to me that the whole problem of the cultural image

is something We are afraid of.

Answer: We make one big miotako - wo discard one thing or the

other. whereas both are true. Santa Claus in there. even if

one has a heard a bit shorter and the other a bit longer.

Question: You speak about and demonstrate the ideal actor who

can laugh or cry at will. You say it is not necessary for the

developed. mature actor to think of his "dying grandfather".

It makes sense to me, but I don't know how although I have
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understood everything you have said about what we want to

achieve - the goal. But perhape I have to use my “dying

grandfather". because thatds the'only way I can get at the

goal I want. my problem is. what should I use in place of

my "dying grandfather“? ~

Answer: There are two thinge with which we can replace the

"dying grandfather". First of all. a developed. flexible.

emotional life. If it is developed; it includes all the

"grandfathers" in existence. We don't need any one partic—

ular image. In it are all “Leers.” all "fathers? all every—

thing - if the emotional life is developed, it is there for-

ever. That is one thing. There is another way, but it seems

to me a little dangerous. If we take the real image of our

real grandfather. it becomes too personal in the wrong eenee.

You will get certain feelings. perhaps strong ones. but they

will be of a different kind thanuwe are aiming at in our work -

they are not to be show-in. They will have a certain personal

color which makes us a little smaller and makes the audience

suspicious whether consciously or unconeciouely, and the actor

can become hysterical after a certain period of time if he

works in this way. because we do not allow our nature to for-

get the "grandmther" drama in our life to the extent that our

psychological life requires. We always take him out of his

nge end cannot forget him. which makes us psychologically

ill after a. time. because we force our nature.
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Question; If an actor has: a. very strong imagination. that

 

imagination is all inclusive. One does not have to depend on

a. specific incident. but one can gather thdt reeling from

Imany incidents. I our problem in creating feelinge lien in the

inability to really concentrate to the point where the ma-

gination is strong, without being diatur‘bed. If our concent-

tration it: so strong that we can actually and truly imagine.

our poepuneeo would be stronger.

Amman From in}; point of View thin is absolutely right.

Question: What I am driving at in thin. You. for example. are

a mature actor. but that is not true of me. Some things I can

do. others not. What I an trying to find out is hot! to deepen

the exporienco and manage that place where I am not so strong.

One way may be through the experience of my "dying gmndfuther“.

What I am looking for is. a concrete way to overcome these weak

spots in me. You may say concentrate more, but that in not

right for me. when it deco not happen for me, what do I do

then?

guestiom The imagination of an actor is not that of an ordin-

ary person. I want to know how to do things which I am not

able to do. '

Question. what I understand is thin. We have all relied on

our "grandfathers" and our personal lives in relation to a part.

instead of fully exploring the play itself. Instead of doing

that, we have relied on our personal feelings. If we concen-
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trated and worked upon the imaginative possibilities of the

chamctero in the play. it would come.

Questions We are all here because we want you to show us :1

way by which we can go away from you better actors.

Question: Is it true that you mean that there ie a technical

equipment which makes it possible for me to use all the

“grandfathers"? '

Question '1 understand what you mean but I cannot do it.

Pcrhape Iwas not born an emotionally developed port—Jon.- I

have tried to find my way to it and the first stop in to

turn to the things! I knou boot v‘ or whatever image maven me.

Question: You use the phmso "a flexible emotional life“.

I have tried to remember nomcthing which made me laugh or

cry. and I hove not boon eucoesoful. Later on I was lablo to

do it. If I trace it. I find that in life I have been dif-

Vforently moved in dlii‘orent experiences. and this has worked

into my technique as an actor.

COHCENTRATION I

m: Thio may cover all your quoetions. First of all. it

seeme to no that there is no eontmdiction in our understanding

of the theatre. The whole difference is that you say that when

you thin); of your "dying grandfather." he leads you to‘ etgger

things. This is just? the opposite to what I have just said;

which is that it makes you smaller. If we accunula'te' enough

experienced from our "grandfathers" and then forget them. we
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will not need to remember our "grandfathers." You need only

to remember the atmosphere. to have a spark of anticipation

~ of what it should be. laughter. sorrow. and so on.. The same

"grandfather". if he has been forgotten and gene his way,

will return as an artistic emotion. I on speaking against

remembering things which are stillW. I I .

The whole question is. can we develop in ourselves

the power of imagination and cencontmtion. I am sure we can.

Therefore. the whole question is. are we going to develop

them? If we do. it means that we'movo towards the aim which

is actually the some one. But the question is, can we take

one step nearer to the ability not to remember our ”grand-

father“ or do we still have to nemember him? ‘ If we can only

remember him and nothing else. than we are not artists. But

we assume that we are artists. and the question only remains

whether we want to develop certain abilities or not.

Hero I think that the ability to concentrate is a.

very important point. Unless we develop this special ability

we cannot accumulate many things. and we don't see many things

because the life does not enrich us to-the extent that we need.

without this golden key we cannot do very much. Nothing can

be done without this special kind ‘of concentration.

If. for instance. we imagine King Lear. we can ima-

gine him only because we are already rich enough inside our-

selves with all the "grandfathers" which we have forgotten.
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But we cannot imagine King Lear if we have a concrete grand-

father who is still tearing our physical nerves and heartto

pieces. Concentration makee uo accumulate more "grandfathers.“

and digeet them more quickly.

when my own father wan dying. I concentrated 11w

attention on him to such an extent that. although it was very

tragic and painful to me. I digested the whole event to such

an extent that I could use it in King Lear — in fact. I had

to use it. If I had not completely concentrated at the moment

of my father's death. I might have dragged it with Vmc for many

years, and been unable to use it subconsciously. when I cry,

I an, of course. crying for my mther. my mother. my dog. and

all those things and people whom I have actually forgotten,

but they are crying through me.

So it is just a question of concentration. 11‘ we

are able to concentrate to such an extent. and by the means

which we will work upon. than the ability to laugh, to cry.

to be influenced by one's own imagination will come more

quickly, and moro easily. It is only a question of developing

and training.

I believe that we are all more talented than we seem

to be. Actually I believe that we are all Geniuses, but we

don‘t know it. and we are afraid of it and believe that we

cannot do this or that. because of inhibitions. under-developed

imaginations. cto.. therefore. we have to use cliches. If one
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éhinks back over one'o ovm life. one will find moments when

there are signs of genius. For the experienced actor it is

only a question of cleaning ono'a own inner life by .the right

means. with patience and great effort. than we will discover

many things which we cannot even believe are there.

How can we. for instance. dream such strange things —

such strange interplay of characters. atmosphere-o and emotions —

we cannot do it if we think we can only do this and no more; 1-."

We must nay to ourselves that we can do much more. if we only

discard certain things and develop others. or course. it takes

time. which in unpleasant. but we have to pay for the result.

Question: I think we all desire to hear from you a. simple

eyoten of technique for doing certain things. You have said

something which I feel in an answer to this question of tech-

nique. and I would like to explore it further. That is the

idea of conceiving the finished picture before it is finished.

I was warned against this in the previous work I have done,

but it attracts me and I like it. It seems to tie up with

your other conception of the will impulses, which I think is

a much larger development of the idoa of the objective. I

would like to have that developed further, because for mo that

is the "how".

w: As long as we have 1:0 M about this method. it will

seem a little difficult. because we have to Q it in order to

understand. But when you come to do it. you will find that it
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is very simple. All the points I have mentioned one by one

are really brothers and sisters and are actually one thing.

There is really only one button you have to press inside. and

all of these brothera and sisters will become alive. but to

become vausinted with then you must Speak with each one indiv-

~ idually. Actually. it is a very simple method. We will come

to the point where we have spoken about 'so many things - con—

centration. imagination. radiation. etc" otc.. and you will

be astonished when you find that at the moment you really con—

centrate you will. have everything there. because real concen-

tration cannot be done without will. impulses. imagination.

radiation. atmosphere. and so on. Just the same is true of

atmosphere, when you wont atmosphoro and really create it. then

everything else in there. It is ono thing. So a great maths-

matlcian may arrive at a certain mathematical formula. after

many yearn of writing many formulas which ho could not bring

together. Suddenly it comes. and this pleasant moment is

inevitable.

Exorcism: on Concentration:

Very often in theatre schools. we start by using two

main organs - the eyes and ears. For a certain stage in our

work that is all right but We must go further. Let us say we

want to concentrate on somo object. We have to see it. and

that is the first stage. We can even describe it in details
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to support what we sea with our eyes. Then we must do the

following things: Without moving phyolcally. we must move

with our whole being towards the object. For instance.

when we love. we concentzuto on the person to such an extent

that we are continuously moving towards that person. So by

our will we must move inwardly towards tho object of our

concentration. '.L‘he ‘phyoical body-romin:g,quiot but something

moven towards thio'obdoct. when you are mg the object. the

physical body must remain free and relaxed. Then you will

feel that your looking and seeing is of secondary importance.

Now you have the Iobjeot not with your eyes only,

but with something also which is much more important. much

more "taking" the thing than your eyes. The loot step is to

"take” the object and keep it - to such an extent that you

will not know whether the object hao you. or you have the

object - you become ono with it. And when you becooo one.

a miracle happens - youvknow exactly how heavy-it in, what

shape it is. what noise it makes. what shape it is from all

sides at the same time. With our eyes we see the surfaco.

when we approach the object with our physical body we knew!

it somehow vaguely. when we "take" it. we know it better. and

when we are "taken" by it. all the qualities of the thing we

know and experience. Take two objecbsv- the more we do this

process of merging together with theee things. the more dif-

ferent they become until they are incomparable. and they can
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Show uo so much that we may even become frightened, but it

is the only real way to _kn_q;1 things. Thin process of con-

centration, of "merging” together. is the only way to really ‘

Luau things. Whether it in a box of matchcn or a human be-

ing. the proceep of concentration. of merging together with—

a“. the phyoiecl body in the same. Whether it ie the noses

f {\‘aicheelangelo. a real p01?80n,‘lu sound in the street, etch.

the power of concentration ban to be Just the some in all

casea. _

If we are able to get so many interesting things

from simple objects, how much more enriching and interesting

will be the work on the part we are going to play. We can

concentrate on our part if we are able to concentrate to the

point where no no longer need to look at the object. Then

it makes no difference whether it is an imaginary character -

Sir Andrew Aguecheck. or thenctor whom I see on the stage

with body and costume. The imagination becomes so concrete

and through the power of concentration makee immediately the

world of imagination no real and concrete that there is no

need to remember the real "grandfather,” because the imaginary

“grandfather.“ which in ehovm the actor as King Lear, Claudius.

etc.. etc.. is duet as concrete. more than that it in so free

from the actor's nerves and physical pain. which is not so if

I think of my not—forgotten mther or mother or grandfather.
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THE IMAGE:

This bogina to show us how much it in all one thing -

concentration makes imagination concrete, and imagination. if

it is concrete, cannot be produced without concentration of

this kind. Another and loot result of this exercise will be

that the images which we are going to act by such kind of cen~

contration and highly developed imagination. will appear before

us while we are working on the part. They will appear before’

uo absolutely concretely, so that although we cannot see them

with our physical eyes. we can describe the spot on which

Hamlet stands. the wrinkles in him face. etc.. etc. These

will come of themselves. I know of one case when an actor

was reading a book which had nothing to do with the part he

was working on. Suddenly he felt “he is here.“ but the book

interested him. and he did not want to look at the image.

There was a real fight between then. but the image was so

strong that the actor stopped_rcading and gave in to the image.

The power of such imagination is incredible. It is stronger

than a real person. because the means by which this image in-

sists on merging with the actor is of ouch a nature that he

cannot say "no" to it.

But the means to this imagination is to develop this

kind of concentration which is by going out of one'o physical

body as it were. and “taking" the image, the thing. or the

sound, and merging with it. While exercising. it is important
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not to allow oneself to break the concentration - of course.

it will hopen but then one gots to the point where one can

grasp the image and keep it without breaking the connection.

Let us no it by concentrating on the_ohjeot and being with

it; Then we can go on smoking and talking. and still we will

have an unbroken connection with the thing.

CONCENTRATIONI

Question: I can force myself to concentrate on tho simple

qualities of the matchbox. but actually I only find-it inter-

esting if it is related to something also which arouses my

interest and excitement. I cannot get excited about it unless

it is more than just tho simple object.

Agguggn If it, the object. remains only the object. then this

is not experiencing a developed concentration. This becomes

only an intellectual thing of observing and watching.

I These are only two variations of what hoppeno when

you are really concentrated. But thosogfiro many more. In the

process of real concentration. you experience many things be-

fore you are able to pursue your aim. You will meet so many

things that it will seem that each one is different, but

there are so many rooms to be gone through before you get a

real grasp on concentration. One day you can go one way. and

the next day another, and each time you will find different

ways — all are true. For instance. you may start with a sim-

ple object some time. and suddenly you will see your own
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immediate future. and you will. think you are cmzy._ but because

you are going so deeply into yourself you see yourself in the

future. in the pest. etc. On the other hand. you can really

remain with the image. and can do so woll that you are almost ’ ‘

"taking" it. From the beginning. it may seem different. but

it is always the same.

Question: I think concentration means something clue. I feel

that my concentration would be. dieeolvcd if I allowed myself

to go further than that. I

Arum-mm If you have the m of concentration - which in not

the object at all - it is what cameo to you through the power

of concentration that we are aiming at. You must dictinguieh

inwardly whether you ore floundering. or whether your concen-

tration on a certain object has led you aomewhore where you

went to go. It depends on you. From your’experience you will

know whether you are floundering [or following]. '

Question: what is the proof of concentration. when you have

such a varied collection of experiences? How do you know if

we are concentrating?

W: I cannot know whether you are concentrating. but there

are certain symptoms which show it.

Question: And whatever happens as a result will tell you?

Meg: Yes. A9 a practical suggestion, I would say let

evegthine happen. Let it be right or wrong. and don't worry

about it. Have only one aim — to go out, to grasp. to merge
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and to hold. After a few days it will become obvious. but

the only am in to concentrate in tho way I have suggested.

All tho symptono are there because of the attempt to concen-

trate the attention. as we moon it. All these questions will

‘ disapyear in time. '

Quotation! This may have something to do with daydreaming;

I now: boon told that this in wrong, but you any that it is

right. If you concentrate to the point where tho situation

becomooco concrete that you actually fool it and roopond to

it. then is your concentration right?

WI Not quite. It is tho ability to flounder. but not

. yet the ability to concentrate. Tho ability of concentration

is the ability to exercise your will. You will not confuse

it with day-dreaming. because if you are only drawn into ima—

ginary thinga, you are the victim. and not the hero. Io it

your own will to concontrfitoland than to follow the thread.

or are you led weakly by occidental imagination?

> Day-dreaming is not concentration as we man it.

when I told you that tho part can appear before you even against

your will, it is not day-dreaming. but it in because of a

strongly dovelopod imagination and concentration. The image

comes filled with your own will. therefore. you cannot right it.

If you will do the exercises you will 306 how many thingu will

become quito clear. because of the effort to concentrate alona.

Very soon you will be able to distinguish between right and wrong.
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Question: I am not clear on tho purpoeo of concentration.

It seems to no that when I try to concentrate. the purpose

is to releaso whatever can happen. Probably nothing much

happens as a result of this communion. but it shows that one

in waking up inside.

@1435: It is true. but there is a danger. Let us imagine.

for instance. that someone is going to lwpnotizo another per-

son. For this, one needs a very strong concentration. and

you can't do it if you are not able to 339 tho person Mg

the thing. If you are doing thia thing by means of-tho person.

than. he immediately gets up and does it. But in the middle

you may thin]: about his sister, and while you are still in tho'

process of concentmtion. the purpose in lost. It is a queu-

tion of your own inner household - what you are aiming at.

You may want to flounder a little - than flounder. You may

order yourself to remain with the object — than you can remain.

It is your businoou how you use this power of con-

centration. You may want to how: a Very strong inaginotion

about sonothing. You concentrate on the imgo and follow it.

Another time you concentrate for quite another aim - you muio

ate your feelings from the stage. You can use it for estab-

lishing contact with your partners, and you can use it \7h0n

you first enter tho stage for hinting to your audience what

will happen to the here at the end of the play. By means of

strong concentration you can tell them what will happen at tho
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and. For instance, if I am playing King Lear - I an earthy

and unbridled at the beginning, but I can send one spark to

the audience, and they will anticipate the moment of "Howl,

howl, howl!"

For all these "tricks" you FEE? use concentration.

Nothing can be done without it. but,of course. dangers are

thoro too. Instead of following one lino you may begin to

flounder. All theso dangers will becomo vci'y obvious, if

you have tho patience to so on in spite of the coming dif—

ficultioo. ' ‘

Question: I feel there is a great difference among the peo-

ple in this room an to lovelo of concentration, but we have

no basis for knowing how good our concontmtion is. There

should be something more to it. it seems to me. You should

be able to get from us. by analysis of some kind, just how

good our concentration i5.

LEV/«23;: This is a. case in which my help is less and less

needed. becauoo tho effort to concentrate will itself touch

you much more than I c'an tell you. or course. i can give you

a series: of different exercises. but'to experience than is

something else. For instance. take an imaginary chair and

then try to tranoi‘om tho chair - without breaking your atten—

tion - into a cow. Very difficult! Tozjribly difficult! 0r

imagine that you are pouring tea into a cup, and than try to

imagine it reversed. Try to imagine yourself walking backwards.
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In reality, it is not difficult to do. but in the imagination

you need a terrific power of concentration to be able to do

it.

If your head gets tired when you are doing these

exercises, then it in wrong. Real concentration does not

occupy the brain at all. so when the head gets tired don't go

:hu'thaz'. The more we attempt to ‘go out to the object". the

more no will get the fooling that the head lmu nothing to do

with it. Real mathematiciana are calculating without uning

their brains. They are working with different part5 01‘ their

- beings, with difforent qualities. Only when one in learning

arithmetic it: one tired. They play chasm with their hando

and tent. and inaudible voieoo, etc. So only the first stage

of the exercises occupies-1 the physical brain. and it must not

become over-tired. Again, 151: no take the example of love.

You cannot he tired of love. if it in a happy one. You will

be more and more inspired by it. Just so with concentration.

When it is right. you will become more young and strong.

I have in mind a sketch. Let us try to do it with

a general atmosphere to begin with. and then we will divide

it more and more. and than certain simple situations will

develop and this sketch will grow of itself, and will become

a play. We will start to create really from nothing, and wo

will start with it next time. Then I will tell you why we take

the Opposite way, starting from nothing. so that it will be

h
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our own creation.

annoon-(z

(INSERTION AT THE BEGINNING):

Question: Tho moment I begin to concentrate on the object I

begin to use my imagination. and it becomes something else.

11135151041: That in the thing we are aiming at. If by concen-

trating. our imagination is aroused, than we have achieved

our purpose.

guantiom I don't think that lo true.

Am. Tho purpose of concentration seems to bu going out

of oneself. but actually it is going into onosolf so deeply

that you will find all your abilities trembling and willing

to obey. Concentration alone is opening the door of your

own creative ability. You can direct this tho way you want,

but it may happen that 5.1; will be the way to your own cro—

ativo individuality. Nobody knows what it in but you yourself.


